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ABSTRACT

PLANT AND WIND RELATIONSHIPS OF MOTION

Dominique Madill Advisor:

University of Guelph, 2021 Brendan Stewart

The movement of a plant in the wind reveals simultaneously, through its gesture, a 

character of aliveness in plants and a material form and force in the air and atmosphere. 

Wind and plant, force and being, move in tandem. Each entity affects the other in motion, 

hinting at an even deeper interrelationship that exists between them. This study gives 

form to the relationship between plants and wind by investigating the gestures in their 

interactive movement. It takes a posthuman lens to interpret relationships of nonhuman 

worlds. From video field-recordings, gestures of a variety of plant species have been 

collected, compared, and analyzed to be interpreted into a series of illustrated forms 

that express a visual language for wind-blown plants. The result is a small catalogue of 

movement that tells the story of plant-wind relationships.
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1 Introduction

This is a thesis about plant, wind, and their relationships. 

Plants are vibrant vegetal beings that occupy the planet in a multitude of ways, living their lives in modes 
beyond our comprehension and growing forms of existence that sustain our human world. Wind is a force of 
the atmosphere, and is the powerful movement of the invisible, fluid, enveloping body that is the air - itself also 
life-sustaining. In their relationship, plant and wind bring each other to life. The wind animates the life force 
in plant - giving gestural shapes to different plant beings in the way they flutter and sway. And plants animate 
the wind - giving form to a body of air that is often forgotten in its invisibility.  

To give form to the relationship between plant and wind, a visual narrative will be presented through a series 
of illustrations created from field recordings of the animation that occurs in their interaction. Focusing on their 
relational gestures and interpreting them into visual forms tells us something new about the ways that plant 
and wind move together in space and through time. The new forms that emerge allow for alternative ways of 
imagining the stories of plant and wind, and of visualizing relationships within motion and exchange.

In paying attention to the relationships of plant and wind I call attention to the various stories of intimacy 
that come through in their interactive gestures. Focusing on the stories of nonhuman entities is a practice 
that is highly influenced by posthuman thinking - an alternative stream of thought that criticizes modes 
of knowledge formed within western-colonial structures, that support values of economic prosperity, capital 
expansion, and individualization. To counter this thinking, posthumanism encourages instead the dissolution 
of dualities within nature-culture / human-nonhuman / subject-object divides, recognizes the creative power in 
nonhuman entities, and promotes relations of care. Because contemporary Canadian landscape architecture is 
based in a western-colonial tradition, and still operates within many of its established values, thinking through 
posthumanism is a way to challenge some of the prevailing narratives and ethics of the field, and to explore 
alternative modes of study and practice. 

Before focusing-in on plant and wind, the Literature Review in Chapter 2 will go over posthumanism and how 
it relates to design and landscape architecture by thinking about ecological ethics in landscape architecture, 
looking at key themes in posthuman thinking, and exploring how posthumanism is currently being addressed 
in design. Presenting an introduction to posthumanism gives some theoretical backdrop to decisions that were 
made in the design of this research. The literature review will also look at some practical and conceptual research 
that informed the methods that were used in this study.  It will look at strategies for applying posthumanist 
research and strategies for presenting visual narratives of movement and nonhuman entities. Within Chapter 
3, the methods chapter, the thesis will then look specifically at the study of plant-wind relationships and the 
goal of this research which is to create a visual narrative of plant and wind gestures that shows the form of 
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Overview

Within this literature review, I will first define posthumanism, then look at its relationship to environmental 
ethics in landscape architecture and its potential to push boundaries and expand on these ethics. Next, I will 
look a little deeper into modes of thinking under the umbrella of posthumanism, what it is, and what are its key 
concepts. I will then link posthumanism to ecological thinking and explore how it is currently being developed 
in ecological design and landscape architecture. Here I will be looking at how posthumanism may be applied 
to design and going through how its key themes appear in design work. Within the literature review I will 
then go on to explore plant and wind as study subjects, ending with an overview of some of the conceptual and 
technical strategies that have been applied to record and interpret plant-wind gestures in this thesis.  

2.2 Posthumanism

“[T]he boundaries that separate humans from other beings are much more porous and unstable, for many of the 
attributes with which we try to distinguish ourselves as unique, such as reflective consciousness, intentionality, 
planning and language, are not to be limited to the human species” (Tavares).

Posthumanism seeks to conceptually challenge and dissolve the boundaries between the human and more 
than human (Braidotti, Alaimo). It counters anthropocentric and dualistic modes of thinking by revealing 
entanglements between the ‘human’ and ‘nonhuman’ and blurring the edges of their being (Caracciolo and 
Lambert, Alaimo). It is a critical practice that shows reciprocal intra-actions between entities to demonstrate 
that boundaries are not so defined as some imagine and that the human is not so separate from the nonhuman 
(Barad, Alaimo). The nonhuman can be a being, a thing, matter, a force, technology, etc. By breaking 
down boundaries, posthumanism opens up our thinking to be more inclusive and open of others (human, 
nonhuman, more-than-human, inhuman) by forming conceptual relationships of entanglement and kinship 
(de la Bellacasa). Braidotti explores the posthuman in her book The Posthuman (2013) and shows that “the 
posthuman as a cartographic figuration is a branch of contemporary critical thought that allows us to think of 
what ‘we’ are ceasing to be – for instance, the Eurocentric category of universal ‘Man’. It also sustains, however, 
the effort to account for what ‘we’ are in the process of becoming – the multitude of ways in which the human 
is being recomposed” (37). Posthumanism is thus a type of critical thinking that is trying to disentangle 
how we perceive the human (as defined in its western colonial history) and show possibilities in human’s 
reconfigurations. Posthuman thinking is also thinking beyond the human and beyond human centrism to 
include more-than-humans as actors in creating the world, and so it often focuses on bringing attention to the 
nonhuman and its role in the world (Barad). Barad approaches posthumanism as a theoretical framework that 
“signals the crucial recognition that nonhumans play an important role in naturalcultural practices, including 
everyday social practices, scientific practices, and practices that do not include humans” (32). Barad’s use of the 
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their relationship and demonstrates the animation of their interaction. Chapter 3 will look specifically at the 
decisions that were made in forming the research: the criteria that was determined for selecting sites, tools, 
equipment, processes, and objects of study, an explanation of the fieldwork and tests that were completed, and 
the steps taken to create illustrations of plant-wind relations. The methods will then be followed by the results 
in Chapter 4, which present the final nine images of plant-wind movement and interaction, accompanied by 
short observations made by myself, the researcher, during fieldwork and image creation, along with analyses of 
the effectiveness of the final images. Then within Chapter 5, the discussion, we will explore the results, think 
critically about whether or not the research accomplished its goals, explore my perspective on the experience of 
this research, and look at conclusions that were made.

I am a straight, white, cis, female with no prescribed religion, with a graduate education living in Canada. My 
choice to study plant and wind relationships is rooted in my education and personal experience. Studying art 
history at the University of British Columbia I was drawn to the way art creates relationships between people 
through discourse and exchange, and how relationships in art create meaning between objects and forms in 
space. Although studying art, I also had a strong attachment to plants – growing up in northern BC, I spent 
a lot of time in the forests and have always felt a special connection to the plants of that environment. I later 
pursued horticulture studies to work intimately with and learn about plants, their needs, and their relationships 
within a garden environment. The continuous presence of plants and art history in my continuous realm made 
me want to explore plant stories, plant relationships, and relationships in space to a greater depth, which is what 
eventually led me to landscape architecture. Plant stories became a large focus of my studies in LA.
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2.4.2 Narratives of Infrastructure

Jane Wolff has similarly engaged in the complexities of urban ecologies in her explorations into the landscape 
lexicon of San Francisco Bay. Through documentation and observation of the narratives of infrastructure 
within the city, Wolff expresses the urban form as an ecological system that involves an entangled multiplicity of 
naturecultures. With images and analysis Wolff expresses how the city, and its shape, form, and infrastructure are 
continually emerging from a series of multi-layered relationships that contend with factors of the environment 
and politics. She shows that forms such as bridges, seawalls, parks and aqueducts are shaped by elements such as 
the water’s edge, the rolling fog and the weedy plants which contend with various political, social and cultural 
needs. Observing and communicating these relationships is for Wolff a practice of attributing a landscape 
lexicon which reveals “processes, places, and phenomena that often go unnoticed” (199).

2.4.3 How Posthumanism can Expand Ecological Landscape Architecture

Posthuman thinking and design can add to ecological landscape architecture an expanded element of 
speculation and imagination into nonhuman desires, intimacies, relationships, needs, politics, and activities. 
A posthuman perspective that works to learn with nonhumans can encourage a greater awareness of how 
other modes of being-in-the-world, living or non-, are considered and understood (Ernston and Sorlin 15). 
Because there is no common form of communication between human and nonhuman forms, speculative and 
imaginary practices that attempt to broaden the human understanding of other lives and entities can be utilized 
– changing discourses to imagine what and who are part of our landscapes and how design engages with these 
lives and things. As noted by Ernston and Sorlin, to achieve a new conception of landscape that considers 
the nonhuman, there must be experimentation “with affective practices that render humans and nonhumans 
sensible to each other” (106). Through posthumanism, there is a greater inclusion of the nonhuman not just 
as a considered entity but as an affective partner in the creation of landscapes. Posthumanism can also enforce 
a greater dismantling of practices that support human exceptionalism by dissolving the boundaries of what it 
means to be human. Questioning the human and the role of the human can expand our ethics and make us 
review standing ideas about how we fit and are entangled within greater ecological systems.

2.5 Pushing Boundaries with Alternative Theory

Taking a posthuman approach to telling the stories of landscape elements of plant and wind is also a practice 
of pushing boundaries within landscape architecture to play with the ways in which nonhuman entities are 
addressed and related-to. Traditions of pushing conceptual boundaries in landscape architecture includes work 
such as Herrington’s On Landscape (2009) which uses cross disciplinary theory and philosophy to complicate 
our ideas of landscape. In this thesis I am thinking through alternative theories in posthumanism that may 
expand on the existing environmental ethics within landscape architecture. 
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term, naturalcultural, a fusion of two traditionally dichotomous words, is also a significant indication of the 
aims within posthumanism to dissolve boundaries and break down dualities, particularly within the nature-
culture divide.  Breaking down dualities and dissolving boundaries help to complicate the ideas of the human 
and nonhuman and help to show instead how enmeshed things are through their exchanges and relationships.

2.3 Ecological Thinking and Posthumanism

Ecological thinking is a transdisciplinary practice that looks at the relationships between all beings and their 
environments as large systems of intrerrelations (Lister and Reed). Posthumanism engages with ecological 
thinking by encouraging the dissolution of boundaries between human and more-than-human worlds to see 
the entangled systems of reciprocity that we all live within. What Posthumanism offers is a set of perspectives 
and tools to engage with ecological thinking to try to understand or internalize how and why environmental 
relationships are important to us (Jon 398). Thinking about concepts such as transcorporeality, intra-active 
phenomena, acting with care, and telling nonhuman stories (which I will explore later) are all strategies to 
engage in a different way with ecological thinking – this different way being one that often explores less 
tangible or measurable qualities such as sensation, mutual affect, and co-creation.

2.4 Ecological Landscape Architecture

Ecological design and ecological restoration are active streams of landscape architecture that work with the 
nonhuman world to integrate human and nonhuman systems in collaborative landscapes for the benefit of both 
human and nonhuman well-being. These streams of practice come from a tradition rooted in thinking by Ian 
McHarg and evolving into contemporary practices with designers such as Julie Bargmann who creates designs 
for ecological restoration where contaminated landscapes are treated to remediate the health of the ecosystem 
and surrounding communities (Bargmann and Levy).

2.4.1 Granite Garden Ecosystem

Some contemporary practices in ecological landscape architecture also view ecologies, landscapes, and natures 
in a manner in line with Barad’s hybrid naturecultures by viewing them as layered and complex, involving 
cities, humans, environments, nonhumans, ecosystems, politics, weather, climate, and more. Anne Whiston 
Spirn, for example, has written about the city as a granite garden composed of many small natures that are “the 
consequence of complex interaction between multiple purposes and activities of human beings and other living 
creatures and of the natural processes that govern the transfer of energy, the movement of air, the erosion of the 
earth, and the hydrologic cycle” (The Granite Garden 4). Nature, for Spirn, is not a place or a feature but the 
“creative and life-sustaining processes that connect everything in the biological world and the physical universe, 
including humans,” she elaborates that “[t]hese chemical, physical, and biological processes interact with social, 
economic, political, and cultural processes, over time to produce landscapes” (“Landscape Literacy and Design 
for Ecological Democracy” 109-110). In this conception, landscapes are thus layered naturecultures.
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to supporting the well-being of the human - the environment is put to work for human purposes. The CSLA 
similarly notes that landscapes “[a]re a major contributor to the quality of life for all people living in urban or 
rural areas, whether the landscapes are of high quality or degraded, or are seen as familiar and common, or 
recognized for their exceptional beauty or value” they also consider all people “[b]y ensuring that all landscape 
interventions contribute to how people experience their physical and sensory environment, while protecting 
and/or enhancing Canada’s heritage and creating a better place to live now and in the future” (CSLA 2). Here the 
“Canadian identity” and the experience of people are prioritized in language that asks to protect and maintain 
the environment for the enhancement of a human quality of life. This type of language is common in many 
design practices and is critiqued by industrial design duo Formafantasma in stating: “[f]or too long, design 
has based its development on essentially one big narrative; the idea of human well-being and its function as a 
solution to human desire” and that “[t]his indulgence of human aspirations has debased design and narrowed 
down its scope to intervention” (25). Formafantasma recognizes that human well-being has been made 
paramount in design and notes that intervention and the use of external materials or environments to benefit 
the human has been the sole scope of most design practices. Recently, however, there has started to be a shift 
in language within some landscape architecture organizations to show a more reciprocal relationship between 
landscape and human well-being, shifting the focus from primarily human well-being and human desire to 
environmental well-being and environmental desire. IFLA’s recent declaration on ecological and community 
health, which responds to the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) to: “Ensure healthy lives 
and promote wellbeing for all ages”, commits to “[r]ecognise that health and wellbeing are intrinsically linked 
to ecological health” and “[r]ecognise the link between the natural and cultural aspects of design for healthy 
ecologies and communities, their inter-dependence and enhancement of each other” (IFLA). Here the language 
is less about how ecological or environmental factors will be affecting a prioritized human and leaning more 
toward how human well-being affects ecological well-being and with a focus on the interdependence of the two 
rather than an emphasis on the environment as being a resource to fix human problems. IFLA is acknowledging 
here that there needs to be intervention into human well-being and desires in order to help the environment 
rather than just intervening into the environment in order to help the human.

2.6.4 The Genius Designer

Beyond the code of ethics, the role of the landscape architect and their relationship to the environment is 
complicated through its association with the modernist notion of the“genius designer”, who plans and 
manipulates the material, ‘outside’ world for a variety of human needs. The concept of genius designer is one 
that upholds the “creating mind ideal” (Voyatzaki 8) of imposing form and “perform[ing] desired changes to 
[a] habitat” (Formafantasma 24). As a design profession, landscape architecture is implicated in the tradition 
of the genius designer. However, while the creating mind ideal is a factor in landscape design, it is important 
to note that postmodern and contemporary streams of research and practice have attempted to displace the 
notion of the genius designer. In contemporary practices this shift is notably attempted by shifting evaluations 
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2.6 Ethics in Landscape Architecture

As a self-regulating profession, landscape architecture operates under ethical codes of practice articulated and 
enforced by landscape architecture associations. To understand the ethics that shape landscape architecture 
I will look a bit closer at these ethical codes of practice and the language they use. The documents reviewed 
include the codes of the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA), British Columbia Society of 
Landscape Architects (BCSLA), Canadian Society of Landscape Architects (CSLA), and Ontario Association 
of Landscape Architects (OALA). Among principles that include supporting biodiversity and environmental 
health, these codes of ethics often support enacting upon the landscape as “stewards” of the land who must 
protect and care for the earth’s natural “resources” (CSLA, OALA, ASLA, BCSLA).

2.6.1 Stewardship

The term stewardship is often used within these ethical codes of practice in the sense that landscape architects 
are stewards of the land. It is a controversial term that can indicate both care and dominion. The term has been 
celebrated in its intention to act upon the environment with care (Nassauer 321) and to show that humans must 
be accountable for our role as part of the environment’s entangled web (Herrington 54). However stewardship 
can also suggest human management of natural resources and a “master morality of a humanity that has 
command or stewardship over nature” (Green 156). 

2.6.2 Managing Resources

The way that these codes also refer to the landscape and the elements within it as “resources” engages with a 
language in which the environment is part of an economic model where value is based on healthy economic 
growth and human profitability. The CSLA’s Canadian Landscape Charter (CLC), for example, emphasizes 
the understanding that landscapes “[a]re favourable to viable economic activities with interventions that 
contribute to their enhancement, protection, restoration, planning, development and management, through 
the application of sustainable development principles” (CSLA 2). The problem with emphasizing economics, as 
stated by activist and philosopher Franco “Bifo” Berardi, is that when economic efficiency becomes a driving 
force, ethical action may be compromised: “economic efficiency is based on disregarding the ethical implications 
of actions, and so ethical behaviour becomes inefficient” (Berardi 137). 

2.6.3 The Priority of the Human

There is also often an emphasis within the environmental ethics of the OALA, ASLA, BCSLA, and CSLA 
toward the human and on human enjoyment as the priority of landscape design. Examples of this prioritization 
are shown in a variety of defined conditions, including the ASLA’s tenet that “the health and well-being of 
biological systems and their integrity are essential to sustain human well-being” (ASLA). The relationship of 
human to nature is often one in which the well-being of the environment is to be maintained as a precursor 
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2.8 Deep Ecology and Human Exceptionalism

Posthumanism differs from traditional environmentalist thinking such as Deep Ecology, which offers similar 
critiques into traditions of human exceptionalism (Herrington 54). Deep Ecology’s principles include the idea 
that living beings have intrinsic value and that diversity of life has intrinsic value but also that there are too 
many humans and the world would be better with fewer of them (Drengson and Devall 54). As noted by 
Herrington, Deep Ecology can be problematic in how it celebrates nature for the value it holds simply within 
itself and the fallacy of its optimal harmony without also considering the human participation in “nature” 
and its ever-changing identity (54). There is indeed a moralizing tone in Deep Ecology where saving and 
protecting a nature that is intrinsically good and perfect is being pushed without necessarily exploring why 
(Jon 398). Posthumanism differs from this form of environmentalist thinking in that it recognizes complexity 
in both human and nonhuman worlds and focuses more on the dissolution of boundaries, the dismantling 
of essentialist thinking, and working from an ethics of care to show that human and nonhuman lives are 
imbricated and entangled, constantly affecting and changing one another and their naturecultures.
 
2.9 Posthumanism and New Materialism

Posthumanism is the overarching concept that this thesis refers to, but it also deals heavily with concepts in 
new materialism. New materialism is a sibling study to posthumanism, and they are often considered together 
as they are each a branch of the other and often overlap in concepts, in theorists, and in practice (Jon 395). 
Because both practices believe in entanglement, it’s very normal that they are completely entangled with one 
another and while there are small differences, the big ideas that are addressed in this thesis are very similar.  For 
those reasons, for simplicity, and because we lean more toward a lens of posthumanism we will refer primarily 
to posthumanism throughout the research. The thinkers and writers in the field which have influenced this 
research and its literature include Karen Barad, Rosi Braidotti, Maria Puig de la Bellacasa, Jane Bennett, 
Donna Haraway, Stacy Alaimo, Elizabeth Grosz, and Isabelle Stengers. These writers and thinkers operate in 
the fields of Philosophy, Gender Studies, Feminist Studies, Science and Technology Studies, Ecofeminism, Eco 
Materialism, and Eco-Criticism.   

2.9.1 New Materialism

Like posthumanism, new materialism also seeks to challenge the boundaries between the human and 
nonhuman and aims to show the agency and creative power in nonhuman entities. There is a specific focus 
into matter and materiality, and into telling the stories of how perceptively inert nonhuman matter has creative 
power (Bennett). Bennett’s Vibrant Matter (2010) is an influential text in new materialism and examines matter 
closely to reveal the vibrant life that exists within things. Bennett turns away from the idea of matter as passive 
and inert, to instead shows how “things” act in the world to change relationships, situations, climates, and 
politics. As an example, matter is viewed to be active for Bennett in “the way omega-3 fatty acids can alter 
human moods or the way our trash is not “away” in landfills but generating lively streams of chemicals and 
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of the landscape and decision-making away from the architect-designer. These practices include explorations 
into participatory design (La Pena et al), ecological design (Reed and Lister), and evidence-based design (Brown 
and Corry). These modes of practice are effectively attempting to dismantle the genius designer by allowing 
the users or the landscape to express their needs and make decisions while the landscape architect serves as a 
mediator of this knowledge into design intervention or exploration. 

2.6.5 A Tradition of Human Exceptionalism

As shown above, the language in the codes of ethics outlined by professional landscape architecture associations 
- which often highlight stewardship, management, and a human priority - along with the role of the designer 
with a “creating mind ideal” subtly uphold a human-centred perspective of reality, a notion of human 
exceptionalism that makes an “other” out of nature. Making the human incredibly special in its subjectivity 
runs deep in western history and in modernist, humanist thinking where “human subjectivity was construed as 
based on will, a force defined in distinction from things as lifeless and/or voiceless objects, and thus according 
to its ability to distance itself from the intrinsic compulsions of its material incarnation” (Riemeschnitter 1191). 
The narrative of distinction and otherness is one that can be expanded to a wider breadth of problems in the 
world, and into the human social world, it “has been used to justify extraordinary violence throughout human 
history” and “created strict social hierarchies (separating the normative from the non-human, the non-cis-
gendered human, the non-native human to the female human and beyond)” (Lewin  19). Furthermore, the 
attitudes where nature is an outside ‘other’ to be managed supports a nature-culture divide and the world of 
dualisms. The nature-culture divide is a position that assumes that culture, as the product of human creative 
imagination and action is separate and more civilized than the “natural” and unintelligent environment. It 
is an instated “boundar[y] that pretend[s] to define the human realm (against the other than human as well 
as otherized humans), to sanction humanity’s separate and exceptional character and, purposely or not, to 
sanction the subjection of everything else to this purported superiority around the human” (Bellacasa 12). 

2.7 Expanding Landscape Architecture Ethics

What a posthuman perspective can offer to environmental ethics in landscape architecture is a complication of 
the concept of the human and what it means to act as a designer. As a philosophy of anti-human-exceptionalism 
which views human and more-than-human worlds as being completely entangled and imbricated in one another, 
it asks us to reconsider our perception of relations with the nonhuman world.  As noted by Lewin, being aware 
of our othering of nature is the first step in responding ethically to the environment, and recognizing that there 
is a profound dependance on nonhuman life, plant life and the material entities is the next. By recognizing the 
dependence we have on nonhuman worlds, we can begin to allow them dignity in their power and create more 
respectful relationships with them.
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volatile winds of methane as we speak” (Bennett vii). She seeks to remove the dualism between objects and life, 
non-human and human, by spinning around the concept of “life” and “matter” to the point where they seem 
strange. In this, she is seeking to let a “vital materiality” emerge, i.e. “a world populated by animate things 
rather than passive objects” (Bennett, vii). The grand focus of Bennett’s text is “to encourage more intelligent 
and sustainable engagement with vibrant matter and lively things” (Bennett viii). By revealing the life and 
vibrancy within things that are otherwise perceived as inert objects, Bennett hopes that we can forge a deeper 
connection of empathy and kinship with non-human and non-living worlds, thus acting more consciously 
towards and with these objects or things. To consider matter and materiality as active and creative challenges 
assumptions that we have about humans as the only creative forces in the world. This challenge relocates the 
human within “a larger material-semiotic collective” (Iovino and Opperman 6) and asks us to reconsider our 
material practices in the way we use, exploit, and interact with nature. 

2.9.2 Four Themes

Four broad themes of posthumanist and new materialist thinking that are significant for this research include:

Dissolving Boundaries

Relationality

Thinking Through Care, and

Storytelling - (Attributing ‘agency’ to nonhuman entities and being attentive to their stories).

When I later start to look at the relationship between the landscape elements of plant and wind, it will be 
important to consider the way they engage with these four themes. The fieldwork and images produced later in 
this thesis are meant to express these key ideas.

2.9.3 Dissolving boundaries

The dissolving of boundaries is the idea that everything is enmeshed and no entity or being is necessarily separate 
or unaffected by the next. Stacy Alaimo encapsulated the idea in her concept of transcorporeality where she 
theorizes on the idea that we are all porous bodies – permeable like sponges – that are constantly flowing in and 
out of one another. She thinks through the materiality of bodies to show how we are all entangled in a constant 
flowing assemblage of relations. Thinking on transcorporeality is a way to imagine the entanglement between 
the human and more-than-human. It is imagining how our bodies are linked, how other bodies are linked, and 
it is imagining the assemblage of bodies that are in a continuous relationship of exchange and influence with 
each other. In Alaimo’s own words:

“Imagining human corporeality [and I would argue, all corporeality] as trans-corporeality, 
in which the human is always intermeshed with the more-than-human world, underlines the 
extent to which the substance of the human is ultimately inseparable from “the environment.”  
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It makes it difficult to pose nature as mere background, as Val Plumwood would put it, for the 
exploits of the human since “nature” is always as close as one’s own skin– perhaps even closer.  
Indeed, thinking across bodies may catalyze the recognition that the environment, which is 
too often imagined as inert, empty space or as a resource for human use, is, in fact, a world of 
fleshy beings with their own needs, claims, and actions.  By emphasizing the movement across 
bodies, trans-corporeality reveals the interchanges and interconnections between various 
bodily natures”  (2).

As transcorporeality imbricates the human and nonhuman it shows that human bodies are not separate from 
the environment in time or space. The entities and forces of the natural world that sustain human life are 
indeed completely enmeshed within our own human bodies (Neimanis and Walker). In this thesis, by focusing 
on plant and wind, I am recognizing them as fleshy beings that are enmeshed in our own world and trying to 
explore their actions and needs. As seen later in this thesis, when plant and wind move together, they act trans-
corporeally and the boundaries between the two become dissolved.

2.9.4 Relations

Relationality is very similar to the dissolving of boundaries and shows that all entities are constantly affecting 
each other and that meaning is created through relations (Barad). In posthumanism and new materialism 
there is often an attribution of agency to nonhuman things but this agency does not necessarily refer to an 
independently held intent and is more so “something that arises out of associations and connections within 
one’s relationship with others” (Jon 395). This notion of agency is based in Bennet’s concept of ‘distributive 
agency’ which attributes agency not to individual intent but to “a swarm of vitalities at play” (31). Agency is thus 
a way that all things converse and relate to each other, affecting change, movement and creation in the world. 
As interpreted by Stengers, we see similar ideas with Deleuze and Guattari and their concept of assemblage, 
where entities enact within a “metamorphic capacity” to affect and be affected by one another (“Reclaiming 
Animism”). Barad also theorizes on relations by thinking about the physics of matter and intra-action.

2.9.4.1 Intra-action

Intra-action, as a concept, destabilizes the notion of interaction to rework contemporary notions of causality 
(Barad). Barad challenges causal dynamics in the re-thinking of the term ‘interaction’. Whereas interaction 
suggests that entities must pre-exist their relations in order to have an effect on one another, intra-action 
explores how entities do not pre-exist separately or independently within-themselves but instead as part of an 
entangled process of becoming (Barad). It is thus through the intra-action of entities, the place of relation, of 
exchange, and of intimacy, where meaning is created (where “matter comes to matter”) (Barad 152). Through 
intra-action phenomena occur, which are the co-creative becomings or happenings that makes things matter 
and defines their boundaries of existence (Barad). To call up the example of wind and plant which I will be 
visually exploring later, the gestures they create are the phenomena of their intra-actions and the place where 
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used as a tool where words, images, and concepts can be combined in poetic ways to speculate on the inner 
worlds of nonhuman lives that we cannot know but can try to imagine (Kenney 3). Posthumanism engages 
with ideas that all matter and all beings have a story to tell and that “the stories of human and nonhumans are 
entangled within one another” (Iovino and Opperman 5). In telling the stories of the nonhuman, 

“The emerging dynamics of matter and meaning, body and identity, being and knowing, 
nature and culture, bios and society, are therefore to be examined and thought not in isolation 
from each other, but through one another, matter being an ongoing process of embodiment 
that involves and mutually determines cognitions, social constructions, scientific practices, 
and ethical attitudes” (Iovino and Opperman 5). 

Wind and plant are making meaning through one another in this thesis and telling their stories within the 
images of their intra-active motion.

2.9.6.1 Creative Storytelling

Creative storytelling is deeply imbricated as a strategy for new materialist, posthumanist (and feminist) 
research and theory (Kenney 3). By telling stories and speculating with nonhuman worlds, the human body 
and its relational stance with the natural world can be called to attention (Caracciolo and Lambert 48). Stories, 
because they are imaginative and speculative can come up with unexpected combinations that can “destabilize 
the human-nonhuman divide as well as the distinction between sentient organisms and inanimate matter” 
(Caracciolo and Lambert 48). 

2.10 Posthumanism in Design

2.10.1 General Ecology Project

Posthumanist design often takes the form of speculation and research where ideas are explored in exhibitions 
and in writing. The Serpentine Gallery for example, currently has an ongoing General Ecology Project that 
has designers, artists and thinkers exploring complexity, posthumanism, the environment and climate change 
(General Ecology). The General Ecology Project questions: “How can design be truly sustainable?” and it “takes 
a speculative, as well as active, stance towards embedding deep ecological principles into the everyday” by 
inviting artists and designers to create works and imaginations. The project works across boundaries to include 
a variety of disciplines and looks at the vegetal, the human, and the nonhuman (“General Ecology”). In 2019-
2020, the design duo Formafantasma, and curator Rebecca Lewin, organized an exhibition through this 
General Ecology Project called Cambio which explored the story of wood. By looking at the life and behaviours 
of wood they aimed to shed light on the ecological entanglements that wood has with our lives as humans and 
designers. They propose in this exhibition that designers engage our imaginations and environmental awareness 
to enact with more collaborative and co-creative responses with material and nonhuman worlds. In Cambio, 
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they make meaning. It is through their animated relationship and coming-together that they differentiate and 
make the other matter.

2.9.5 Thinking through Care

Posthuman and new materialist thinking, especially in the ecological sense, are also working through approaches 
in research that operate with an ethics of care (de la Bellacasa). Thinking through relations and considering how 
enmeshed we are with the nonhuman world asks that we approach these relationships with care. As expressed 
by Barad, “Intra-acting responsibly as part of the world means taking account of the entangled phenomena that 
are intrinsic to the world’s vitality and being responsive to the possibilities that might help us flourish. Meeting 
each moment, being alive to the possibilities of becoming, is an ethical call, an invitation that is written into 
the very matter of all being and becoming” (396). De la Bellacasa expresses an ethics of care as “the affective 
remaking of relationships with our objects” and as “an ethico- political commitment to neglected things” 
(66). There are careful ways of knowing within the entanglements and stories of nonhuman worlds which 
go beyond the scientific and quantitative forms of knowledge that currently shape our understanding of how 
things operate. By acting with care, “new ways of thinking” are opened up (28). With care at the foreground, 
systems of relations are valued, carefully researched, and communicated. Care is taken in the research produced 
from nonhuman worlds and care is valued in the systems and relations that are addressed in the work (de la 
Bellacasa, 2017). Thinking about plant and wind and their movement is an attentive way to think carefully 
about them and their role in the world.

2.9.5.1 Touch

Through care, the sense of touch is also emphasized. As noted by Maria Puig de la Bellacasa, “[t]ouching 
‘intensifies’ closeness and the encounter with the other that surrounds us, which inspires us to be aware of 
material everyday agencies” (de la Bellacasa 406). She elaborates: “[t]he empirical experience of ‘being touched’ 
is an invitation to be engaged with the other, and to a certain extent, to care for the other” (406). With the idea 
of touch I wish to call attention to the way, when wind and plant move together it is through touch. They touch 
each other to propel a relationship and a movement. While neither plant nor wind may not necessarily operate 
on acts of care there is an intimacy in their touch that does call up ideas of care and it is interesting to think of 
that relationship and exchange through the softness and immediacy of touch.

2.9.6 The Nonhuman and their Stories

In recognizing that nonhuman entities have agency, are entangled in our world, and actively affect us and shape 
our lives, posthuman and new materialist thinking often take an approach of listening to and telling the stories 
of nonhuman entities (Allen, Bennett, Haraway, Hustak and Myers). This approach often looks into ways that 
beings and matter engage with our lives, bodies, politics, social climate and more (Allen, Choy, Neimanis and 
Walker). There is an act of revealing the stories within entities, materials and beings. Creative storytelling is 
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posthuman design that the human designer needs to step down from their role as creator to allow other systems, 
groups, entities, and beings to create and collaborate on projects (Jon, Voyatzaki). Easterling, through the e-flux 
Architecture Superhumanity project, comments on how posthuman systems design may change the shape of 
future design practices, in writing: “[s]o in addition to the design of master plans we should see the design 
of reagents, mixtures, interdependencies, chemistries, chain reactions and ratchets … The documents that 
architects present in the future might not be snapshots of perfect moments, but specifications for linkage and 
interdependency that remain in place to counterbalance and imbalance each other” (Easterling). In designing 
systems of linkages and relations the designer needs to accept a forfeit of control and ultimate uncertainty (Jon 
410). Holmes has similarly made a case for landscape architects relinquishing designer power and listening to 
natural systems when dealing with landscapes and ecologies in his article The Problem With Solutions (2020). 
Holmes suggests stepping away from solutionist thinking within design, to embrace the nonequilibrium of 
ecological systems, and to stop trying to fix landscapes toward equilibrium. He perceives that there needs to be 
more of an embracing of the uncertainty that occurs when we work with nonhuman entities and that “fixing 
the landscape” is incompatible with a healthy ecosystem (Holmes). Ecological landscape architecture, as I will 
discuss below, works with a systems thinking of landscapes and contemporary approaches within ecological 
design and is beginning to recognize the faults in aspiring for an equilibrium. These contemporary approaches 
acknowledge the environment as ever-changing and dynamic, and landscape architects are adapting their 
practice to include the design of timescales and relationships. Landscape Architect Michael Van Valkenburgh, 
for example, has written about the need to think about a landscape design’s long-term management and 
maintenance and has applied this idea to his landscapes which predict annual maintenance and budgets for 
many years after installation (“Landscapes Over Time”).

2.10.5 Nonhuman Designers 

Posthuman design also takes the role of collaborating with the nonhuman, or even allowing the nonhuman to 
be the designer. Tavares, in writing about the historical roles of nonhuman and (non-western) human designers 
in shaping the Amazon forest, comments on the traditional human-designer bias where it has been viewed that: 
“humans and only humans—by design—can impose instrumental control and symbolic meaning over nature 
due to their endowment with special qualities such as cognition, intent, and subjective will” (“In Forest Ruins”). 
Posthuman design considers instances when humans do not design things and where the nonhuman, instead, 
are active designers, such as when bees design their hives, beavers their dens and trees their environments. In 
acknowledging nonhuman designers, posthuman design also recognizes that design is a collaborative effort 
involving multiple actors, living and nonliving, human and nonhuman. The forest, for example, as explored by 
Tavares, is a designed space that has been made from a “long-term and complex interactions between human 
collectives, environmental forces and the agency of other species, themselves actors in the historical process 
of ‘designing the forest’” (“In Forest Ruins”). Expanding design thinking into posthuman thinking asks to 
relinquish the idea of human as the most important designer and to explore avenues where the nonhuman 
is participating in or even leading the design process. It also asks that we recognize the rich design processes 
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Formafantasma looks at wood, “from a microscopic analysis … and its ability to store carbon dioxide, to a 
metaphysical understanding of trees as living organisms” (“Cambio”). Their design approach for this exhibition 
was thus to present, through installations and discussion, the material story of wood, its philosophies, and its 
politics.

2.10.2 Reciprocal Landscapes

Telling the stories of the materials we design with is one of the ways to approach new materialism and 
posthumanism in design. Landscape Architect Hutton’s Reciprocal Landscapes (2019) operates in the same vein 
as the Cambio exhibition by revealing the stories, histories, relationships, and trajectories of landscape materials. 
Hutton considers landscape materials in their form as commodities, where they have been detached from the 
modes of production, environmental impacts, and labour practices that shape them into usable landscape 
materials. In tracing materials back to the landscape of their extraction, Hutton reveals their processes of 
transformation into commodities, showing how humans shape matter, and how matter shapes human activity. 
She engages in a conversation that speaks of what landscapes -mean as models of human-nature relations, 
where landscapes have a representational role to teach about honoring the land and working with the more-
than-human. Hutton effectively pairs the landscape “origin” of a material with the designed landscape where it 
is eventually used to tell the story of a material’s trajectory between different ideas of landscape and the relations 
to human and more-than-human worlds that it makes along the way (Hutton).

2.10.3 Materiality’s Relations

Another approach to posthuman and new materialist design is to pay close attention to physical materials and 
the relationships they make with the other things and beings in their surrounding context. This means a shift 
within landscape architecture to focussing less on making place and more towards configuring relationships 
between creative material and living systems (Voyatzaki). Voyatzaki, editor of Architectural Materialisms: 
Nonhuman Creativity (2018), has shown that focusing on the relational aspects of a design and considering how 
the materials, users, and atmospheres come together are ways to contend with the idea of blurring boundaries 
between entities and living within relational intra-actions. Voyatzki states: “What is important is not so much 
the knowledge of the proper quality of each object, but the appreciation of the relations between objects 
through which the place and milieu of human experience are defined” (Voyatzaki 8).

2.10.4 Relations and Systems

Posthuman and new materialist design also take the position of organizing designed systems of relations rather 
than concrete places or objects. Thinking through systems of possibilities in design rather than imposing an 
authoritarian, defined, and fully designed space confuses the role of the designer-as-author and blurs the role 
of the human in the design process (Voyatzaki 8). Jon has written about the possible role of posthumanism in 
urban planning and notes (along with Voyatzaki’s observations in architecture) that there is a recognition in 
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for designs that are meant only for nonhuman, animal use – there have also been suggestions that a potential 
future competition will ask for designs made for nonhuman plant use. 

2.10.8 Val Plumwood and the Stone

Often ecological design does take a scientific perspective, learning about what the materials in its site want 
and need based on data, research, and the empirical qualities of their materiality (Beck). However, it is also 
possible to design a site from the perceived emotions and sensations of nonhuman elements. This type of design 
is much more speculative but engages with materiality in a way that gives the nonhuman more nuance in spirit. 
Philosopher and ecofeminist Val Plumwood engages in posthuman design and acts with an ethics of care in her 
essay Journey of the Heartstone (2007) where she tells the story of building a house out of stone, from materials 
of the landscape that she connects to in an intimate way. 

With a fair supply of stone, that “called to [her] from the forest floor,” Plumwood selected and slightly shaped 
the stones to fit into the wall (24). She remarks that the attentive collecting, shaping, and placing brings out 
a sense of recognition for the particular qualities of each individual stone and Plumwood begins to “lust after 
particularly shapely stones I knew were lying out there in the forest” (24). One day when wandering in the trees, 
Plumwood is captivated by what she names the Heartstone: “It was during a brief flush of the foolish happiness 
of new love in late summer that I first noticed the top of the Heartstone protruding a few inches from the 
soil under the grove of Sassafras trees up towards the tank” (26). She engages in a relationship with the stone 
similar to that of her new-found love as she engages with it throughout her careful excavations. Plumwood 
writes: “There followed a slow excavation, as of the nature of the beloved. So, the potentiality of those we are 
drawn to is hidden at the beginning, and is uncovered bit by bit, sometimes with difficulty and pain, or with 
growing excitement and pleasure as unsuspected treasures are revealed” (26). Plumwood details the excavation 
and finds herself learning lessons about love and relationships from the Heartstone while she works carefully 
with it to bring it back to her home and place it in a special spot. In the end, what Plumwood learns about 
working with stone is that “[a] stone-using project is best undertaken in a spirit of openness to what stones have 
to teach, and of attending carefully to each stone, its individuality and genre. Through such disciplines of moral 
epistemology, we become both better wall builders, and better at recognising stones as prophets and honoured 
teachers that can make metaphors that guide us on our personal journeys through life, love and death” (23). 

2.11 Animism and Assemblages

Stengers makes a case for the type of animism in which Plumwood engages as she invokes the spirit of stone. 
Stengers seeks to reclaim the concepts of animism and magic to reopen and reactivate the possibility of wondering 
about, feeling with, and believing in the mysteries of the nonhuman world (“Reclaiming Animism”). Within 
animism Stengers argues for reclaiming “the capacity to honor experience, any experience we care for, as “not 
ours” but rather as “animating” us, making us witness to what is not us” (“Reclaiming Animism”). A posthuman 
approach and imagination into the lives and desires of materials and entities that are otherwise perceived of as 
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that occur in more-than-human worlds and when entities collaborate. As stated by Tavares: “[b]eyond the 
human, we could draw a concept of design whose definition is not based on the act of a sovereign individual 
who imposes form over an inert and passive world of objects. But on a much more distributed, networked and 
collective process within which many forces and beings participate with varying degrees of agency in shaping 
and being shaped by the environments within which they coexist” (“In Forest Ruins”). Design is not just for 
the human; it is “of the Earth and of life itself” (Tavares). To approach design and landscape architecture in a 
posthuman and ecological manner is to relinquish the control of human over designs, to operate with care and 
collaboration, and to accept the creative power of nonhuman entities and their stories.

2.10.6 Ecology in Landscape Architecture

While ecological landscape architecture does not call itself posthuman, it engages with the values and strategies 
that design practices are taking to dismantle human exceptionalism and engage with nonhuman worlds. Lister 
and Reed have looked at the evolution of ecological practice in landscape architecture in their article Ecology 
and Design: Parallel Genealogies (2014). Ecological Landscape Architecture celebrates the nonhuman systems 
that change and affect the environment, seeking to create landscape designs that work with nonhuman systems, 
their dynamic changes, and our human role in relation to them (Lister and Reed). Lister and Reed explore how 
ecological thinking which previously viewed nature as a system seeking perfect order, has shifted to acknowledge 
the change and chaos in their complex assemblages – a shift in perspective that landscape architecture is 
adapting to. They show that there is an act of listening to the needs and desires of the nonhuman world in 
ecological landscape architecture and it has been evolving into a practice that works with the environment 
rather than trying to control it (Lister and Reed). 

2.10.7 Ecological Landscape Projects

Ecological landscape designs engage with posthuman ideas in the way that they focus on relations, systems, 
telling the stories of nonhuman entities and allowing the nonhuman to design a landscape. This type of work 
includes projects that Lister and Reed explore, including Rem Koolhaas/OMA’s proposal for the Parc de la 
Villette which purposely grows contrasting tree species to play off each other and create unexpected spatial 
effects – the design shows the personality of the trees and tells the story of them as individuals who can shape 
the experience of space (Lister and Reed). Van Valkenburgh’s Ice Walls also speculates on the life and form of 
ice and water with structures that allow ice to collect, melt, shift and change through differing temperatures 
and environmental conditions (Lister and Reed). Experimental landscape studies are also being conducted into 
systems such as energy, atmosphere and of water flows, modeling their relationships with the use of technologies 
that help to visualize their stories across space and time – this is also a strategy to tell nonhuman stories and 
focus on design and design systems that are for materials and entities (Lister and Reed). The posthuman has 
also been recently alluded to in 2020 through the LA+ design competition, LA+CREATURE which asked 
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of chance ... [i]t is, in fact, a living manifestation of the experiential potential of a site” (62). This research will 
be using a strategy of landing to sense through the animation of plant and wind via intuition and the creation 
of relationships with the sense of a place.

2.13 Studying Plant and Wind

The primary goal of this thesis is to create a visual story about the relationships of plant and wind movement 
by recording their animating gestures and interpreting them into images that express the forms of their 
relationships. It is working in line with the values discussed in posthuman and new materialist thinking 
including: dissolving boundaries (addressed by looking at plant and wind as they express one gesture together); 
thinking through relations (by considering that their relationship is where they create meaning and help each 
other express something of their being); listening to and telling the stories of nonhuman entities (by listening to 
plant and wind when observing and recording their movement and telling the story of their movement through 
image interpretation); and acting with an ethics of care (by engaging in a relationship with plant and wind 
where their movements are intuitively listened-to and recorded, and carefully interpreted and presented). It is 
an experiment that explores the material qualities and stories of two elements that we often encounter in the 
landscape. As plants are living beings, the wind helps us sense their animated selves and because air is invisible, 
the plants help to show its presence and movement. Each one, through their relationship reveals something 
about the other, and it is their gestures that reveal these stories. 

2.13.1 Wind

By looking at the wind I are calling attention to air. It can be easy to forget about air and the ways that 
it supports and sustains our lives. In its invisible ambiguity air is not always taken seriously as a material 
flowing body, but instead is often only perceived as emptiness, as “solidity’s lack” (Choy 145). Air, however, is 
“connected in its unseen tactility, we move and breathe, without realizing, through and with a whole airy world 
that touches, permeates and enfolds self-and-others in a shared soup” (Allen 85). It is composed of a mixture 
of particles, dust, smells, sensations, viruses, sounds, words, ideas, and the oxygen we breathe to live. In paying 
attention to air, I am thinking at a very intimate scale, of a material that is next to us, inside our bodies, and a 
connecting entity that takes the space to touch all things. For Allen, being attentive to air is being attentive to 
“the previously considered immaterial and invisible, the intersectional aspects of corporeality and the relational, 
emotional and affective dimensions of lived experience and embodiment of airs and breath” (80). Through 
breath, air can also connect us with transcorporeal imagination and can help us to picture the dissolution of 
boundaries. Gorska writes: 

“breath challenges binary logics that constitute contemporary notions of human subjectivity. 
It problematizes the distinction between concepts such as “inside” and “outside” by troubling 
notions of corpomaterial boundaries in the worldly metabolization of oxygen; it complicates 
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inert is a form of magical thinking. This magical thinking and animism is also a part of pondering and paying 
attention to the intimate relationships between plant and wind, to their mysterious lives and ways of being or 
the forms and stories that they may create together. The relations of plant and wind are the type of “assemblage” 
which Stengers summarizes as “the coming together of heterogeneous components, and such a coming together 
is the first and last word of existence” (“Reclaiming Animism”). Within an assemblage the individual has no 
agency or intention before coming together: plant and wind do not hold prior meaning before they encounter 
each other but make meaning through their continuous encounter (see also “intra-action” on p. 11). Stengers 
continues: “Instead, agency—or what Deleuze and Guattari call “desire”—belongs to the assemblage as such, 
including those very particular assemblages, called “reflexive assemblages,” which produce an experience of 
detachment, the enjoyment of critically testing previous experience in order to determine what is “really” 
responsible for what. Another word for this kind of agency that doesn’t belong to us is animation” (“Reclaiming 
Animism”). The animation that occurs when plants and the wind come together, making movements, gestures, 
and forms, is this site of assemblage and of creating meaning together. There is also an animation when we 
perceive the interactions of wind and plant and feel the assemblage and magical connection in their motion, 
the reflexive assemblages. It is through our feelings that we can sense the assemblage and animations that 
do not belong to us, and Stengers argues that using the word magic can express this experience of something 
that does not involve us but includes us through feeling. With our senses we can participate and share in the 
“metamorphic capacity of things that lure us or that recede into inert availability as our manner of participation 
shifts” (Stengers). Engaging with plant and wind and paying attention to their relations is being attentive to the 
magic they make and the animation in their assemblages.

2.12 Landing

In following the thought of sensing animation in the assemblages of entities, landscape architecture scholar and 
practitioner Christophe Girot touches on similar ideas in his research strategy of landing when getting to know 
a site before the design process. Landing is an intuitive approach to space that sees a site’s landscape elements as 
inclusive of physical entities and imperceptible elements. With an acceptance of the physical and imperceptible, 
the designer assesses a space through the combined physical experience of it along with intuition and local 
research (Girot 60-61). Landing, according to Girot, is a “state of mind” when arriving on site where the use of 
intuition and sensation are practiced to get a feel for the place (61). Intuition, according to philosopher Henri 
Bergson, is “the sympathy by which one is transported into the interior of an object in order to coincide with 
what there is unique and consequently inexpressible in it” (qtd. in Massumi 32).  By landing, one is sensing 
the landscape and finding, through sympathy the things about it that are indescribably unique. For Girot, 
“everything is apprehended” in landing “with wonderment and curiosity, with subjective and interpretative 
eyes” (61). Landing is about being open to the assemblages with curiosity and attention, allowing intuition 
to get to know a site for the aspects that cannot necessarily be measured with a pen but only felt with our 
interactions. It is about feeling through the relationships and changing circumstances of a place. Landing is 
thus personal and according to Girot “[i]t escapes clear scientific methodology and is almost always the result 
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boundless exuberance of nature [is] everywhere on display” where “the instinctive gesture’s enthusiasm of the 
body is the exemplary expression” of “the excessiveness of this inventive impetus” (21).

2.14 Creating Visual Poetry

In creating images of plant and air intra-actions through wind movement, I am seeking to create a visual 
language, or visual poetry that shows something about the meaning of their relationships. I seek to work in 
line with philosopher and activist Franco Bifo Berardi and his explanation of poetry as giving a space for new 
types of meaning: 

“The act of composing signs (visual, linguistic, musical, and so on) may disclose a space of 
meaning that is neither preexistent in nature nor based on social convention. The poetical 
act is the emanation of a semiotic flow that sheds a light of nonconventional meaning on the 
existing world. The poetical act is a semiotic excess hinting beyond the limit of conventional 
meaning, and simultaneously it is a revelation of a possible sphere of experience not yet 
experienced (that is to say, the experienceable)” (21). 

By thinking through posthuman and new materialist theories and their means of telling stories about the 
nonhuman world, I aim to shed a light of nonconventional meaning within the realm of landscape architecture 
into the elements of plant, air, and wind. The knowledge that I produce here is not about truth, or about 
discovering and displaying the essential reality – it is rather about “the creation of meaning and the invention 
of technical interfaces projecting meaningfulness into reality” (Bifo Berardi 198).

2.15 Narratives of Phytography 

Ryan’s exploration into narratives of phytography  within his article Writing the Lives of Plants: Phytography and 
the Botanical Imagination serves as a framework for how to explore the narrative of plant and air. Phytography 
(not to be confused with photography) is a branch of botany that deals with the narrative description of plants. 
Ryan presents phytography as a method for listening to plants and explores how it can serve to tell a posthuman 
story of vegetal lives. 

Ryan explains phytography as critical posthumanist writing that collaborates and co-authors stories with 
plants. Phytography, as a way of writing, creates narratives about more-than human worlds and emphasizes 
“intersubjectivity, interactivity, and relationality” (Ryan 102). Phytography resists botanical writing’s typically 
humanist and instrumentalized approach which has a tendency to reduce plants to their use as products or 
to their cultural and biological function (Ryan 100). These prevailing botanical narratives of flora are often 
disconnected from addressing a plant’s intelligence or complex internal world (Ryan 100). Phytography is 
collaborative and co-authored in the way it must take the form of “writing-with” plants and being perceptive 
to their “writing-back” (Ryan 99). The writing-back of plants occurs in “those material inscriptions through 
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notions of self, other, and environment in challenging individualistic concepts of humanness  
… it also problematizes human exceptionalism by embedding humans in the intra-actively 
constitutive atmospheric, material, and social dynamics of living” (250).

2.13.2 Plant

Plants have a vibrant and active internal existence but because their growth is so slow, and their innovative and 
expansive lives are so hidden, they can be perceived as inert and inconsequential (Hustak and Myers 80). In 
this thesis, plants are to be considered as responsive, sensing, sentient beings. Explorations into plant sentience 
and intelligence have been growing in academia for quite some time and include studies into: the presence of 
touch sensitivity in plants and the excitability of vegetal tissues (Hustak and Myers); communication between 
plants and beings through chemical signaling (Hustak and Myers); memory in recognizing patterns in the 
arrival of light and finding ways through a maze (Gagliano 216) (Trewavas 544); the creation of space (Marder, 
3); and their ability to interpret time and space (Marder 5). Being attentive to plants is being attentive to living 
and creative beings that support our own lives with their production of oxygen, food, medicine and building 
materials. It is also a practice of learning from their ways of being. Plants, as philosophized by Coccia, through 
their incapacity to move, “participate in the world in its totality in everything they meet. Plant life is life as 
complete exposure, in absolute continuity and total communion with the environment” (5). Plants can teach 
us about patience and about living in acceptance and continuity with our surroundings. 

2.13.3 Plant and Wind

Considering plant and wind together is to recognize their imbricated relationship. Air would not be breathable 
without plants and plants could not live without air, they need each other, and we need them. While we cannot 
see their molecular gas exchanges, we can see their relationship through their gestures in wind motion, and this 
is a special movement that shows the animated character and forms of their relations. By observing wind and 
plant through posthuman concepts of relations, dissolving boundaries, and listening with an ethics of care, I 
am observing what Hustak and Myers would call an “affective ecology” where attention is given to their “affect, 
entanglement, and rupture” and “in which creativity and curiosity characterize the experimental forms of life 
of all kinds of practitioners, not only the human ones” (106).

2.13.4 Gesture

The gestures of plant and wind together are an expression of their relation in space and through time. 
Considering their gestures is considering them as a relationship of intra-action. Within gestures there will 
always be variation, and the forms they create are an expression of this variation. Gesture is where expressions 
of creativity, and of meaning occur, it is a “self-varying expressivity” (Massumi 21). While movements at 
different points in time may be similar in form, the wind and plant motions will never be exactly the same 
within themselves – and this variation is where there is inventive power and expression. As Massumi notes, “the 
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which they express their lives regardless of our textual or linguistic intercessions” (Ryan 116). One of the 
challenging aspects in writing with plant life is to allow the plant to tell their story and this must be done by 
being attentive in sensing and listening to what the plant is expressing. The nonhuman must be given the space 
to express itself while the translator is there to observe and respond to the story it is trying to tell. Together they 
create a narrative that is about both the nonhuman actor but also the writer who participates in the co-created 
narrative. 

2.15.1 Plant Script

Ryan uses the term plant script to indicate the ways that plants speak, writing: “plant script signifies the nonverbal 
forms of expression specific to vegetal life and comprising, for instance, pheromonal transmission, electrical 
signals, acoustic signatures, and corporeal articulations” (103). I want to draw attention here to the inclusion 
of corporeal articulations which indicates that plant movement is a form of plant script. In being attentive to 
nonhuman movements a narrator is being attentive to the story they are telling. This attention means engaging 
with “autopoietic expressions of plants enacted by – rather than imposed on – them as agents in the world” 
(Ryan 103). To avoid imposing a story on a plant, Ryan recommends holding back on analyzing the plant from 
a strictly empirical and scientific perspective and avoiding any generalization of a plant that may come out of 
presenting it as an example of its species. Ryan emphasizes the emportance of engaging with particular plant 
lives rather than expressing an essentialized and general plant life (101). Being particular with telling individual 
plant stories is an act of listening, whereas describing a characteristic that is the essence of all plant life is to 
ignore individual stories (Ryan). 

2.15.2 Strategic Anthropomorphism

In Ryan’s argument, stories of plant life (or any nonhuman entity) that are acknowledging a complexity and 
individuality in their life experiences should not be afraid to take on a form of anthropomorphism. It is 
controversial to anthropomorphize since it has a stigma of being very humanist in the attribution of human 
characteristics onto nonhuman actors. However, Ryan proposes that it is possible to use anthropomorphism 
strategically and “as a means to engender empathy for, and relationality with, more-than-human subjects in 
narratives” (Ryan 104). A strategic anthropomorphism is one that is relates to the “possibilities of growing, 
suffering, competing, aspiring, and other affective vegetal states” (Ryan 103). It attributes human characteristics 
like play, creativity, imagination, and desire, to nonhuman entities in speculative practices that  allow the 
human imagination to overcome a rationalistic discourse (Ryan 103). Bennett also supports anthropomorphism 
in stating: 

“A touch of anthropomorphism . . . can catalyze a sensibility that finds a world filled not 
with ontologically distinct categories of beings (subjects and objects) but with variously 
composed materiality that form confederations. In revealing similarities across categorical 
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divides and lighting up parallels between material forms in “nature” and those in “culture,” 
anthropomorphism can reveal isomorphism” (99). 

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines isomorphism as “the quality or state of being isomorphic: such as: 
similarity in organisms of different ancestry resulting from convergence” or “similarity of crystalline form 
between chemical compounds” (“isomorphism”). Bennett uses the term isomorphism to express similarities in 
different organisms that may be revealed through anthropomorphism. Stengers shows how animism, which 
may sometimes include anthropomorphism, can be a strategy for opening ourselves up to the assemblages of the 
world (“Reclaiming Animism”).

2.16 Recording Movement

2.16.1 Recording Plant Movement

Gaycken explores the historical processes of recording plant movement in his paper, The secret life of plants: 
Visualizing vegetative movement, 1880–1903. Recording plant movement was first explored by Charles Darwin 
in The Power of Movement in Plants (1880), where he conducted research into the movement of plants by 
looking at their growth and contractions. Darwin was recording the small plant movements that happen at 

Figure 1. Root-tip Tracings (Darwin 1900, 31). Via: Gaycken, Oliver. “The secret life of plants: 
Visualizing vegetative movement, 1880–1903” Early Popular Visual Culture Vol. 10, No. 1, 
February 2012, 51–69. 

a time scale that is too slow for the human eye to see clearly. Darwin used a variety of techniques to record 
movement, including: letting roots trace their downward movement on smoked glass-plates (see figure 1); 
attaching a small glass bead onto the plant and having an observer record the bead’s movement by periodically 
marking-up a piece of glass placed like a window in front of the beaded plant (see figure 2); and by taking 
comparative photographs, tracing photo images to record changes over time (reference for Darwin in Gaycken 
53). Visualising plant movement with the help of these experiments was a revelation at the time and helped to 
gain new insights into plant lives. 
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2.16.2 Visual Recordings that Reveal 

The work of Darwin and Pfeffer gave form to a natural world that could then be read as a wondrous and 
mysterious thing. Pfeffer’s films  and Darwin’d images were revealing plant motion and plant life, making the 
fantastical into the real (Gaycken 55). Castro, in speaking about the animation of plants in film and media, 
notes how the processing and creation of images, such as those of Pfeffer and Darwin, can serve to reveal 
more-than-human existences by showing a life-force that is otherwise invisible to the human eye. As written by 
Castro, images created in cinematography and time-lapse photography “[make] perceptible to our sight and to 
our hearing, individuals that we considered invisible and inaudible” (“The Mediated Plant”). These images are 
able to expose and suggest “different modes of being alive,” and the images “overturn the basic subject-object 
dualism, rearranging the frontiers of the living, extending intentionality to a multitude of nonhuman subjects, 
[and] sensing other sentience” (Castro).

2.16.3 Recording Motion 

Etienne Jules Marey explored and recorded movement with the use of chronophotography starting in 1882 and 
published his findings in the text Movement (1895). Chronophotography is “a set off photographs of a moving 
object, taken for the purpose of recording and exhibiting successive phases of motion” (Zhang 153). Marey 
created a chronophotography machine that would take a series of rapid images. By taking these rapid images 
and experimenting with the appropriate timing of the shutter-speed, Marey recorded the motion of a variety of 
objects and creatures. Using different techniques, he would layer the images on top of one another (see figure 4)  
or in sequence (see figure 5) to show how things move. The chosen shutter-speed was important to accurately 
express the movement of time – if the shutter went too fast the perception of time was confused and if it was 
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Figure 3. Video stills from Wilhelm Pfeffer’s Film on Root Development in Vicia faba (1898–
1900); from The Origins of Scientific Cinematography (Virgilio Tosi 1990–3). via: Gaycken, 
Oliver. “The secret life of plants: Visualizing vegetative movement, 1880–1903” Early Popular 
Visual Culture Vol. 10, No. 1, February 2012, 51–69.

Figure 2. Figure Generated by Glass-bead Tracing Technique (Darwin 1900, 434). Via: Gaycken, 
Oliver. “The secret life of plants: Visualizing vegetative movement, 1880–1903” Early Popular 
Visual Culture Vol. 10, No. 1, February 2012, 51–69.

Beyond Darwin, the recording of plant life also evolved in the realm of motion picture with the work of 
Wilhelm Pfeffer, a plant physiologist. From 1898 to 1900, Pfeffer made four films that covered the growth, 
flowering and wilting of tulips, the sleep movements of Desmodium gyrans, and Mimosa spegazzinii, the curving 
of Impatiens glandulifera, and the root development in Vicia faba (reference for Pfeffer in Gaycken 57-58) (see 
figure 3).

Figure 4. Marey, Etienne-Jules, 1830-1904. Bouncing Ball: Study of Trajectory. 1886. Artstor. 
library-artstor-org.subzero.lib.uoguelph.ca/#/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822001295888. 
Accessed April 2021.
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2.16.4 Recording Wind Motion

Canadian artist Michael Snow’s Solar Breath (2002) is a 62-minute film that captures the wind blowing 
through a curtain at Snow’s log cabin in a coastal area of the Canadian maritimes. The film is a single still 
frame focussing on the billowing movements of a windy curtain over a window looking into the landscape 
beyond. As the wind blows, the curtain makes large gestures where it moves up and suspends softly to then 
drop fast and abruptlyy hit the window’s screen. The wind and the curtain seem animated with life as the 
billowing motion fluctuates its form from soft and pillowy to hard, folded, and flat. As expressed by Snow, 
“The most amazing thing is that often the cloth flaps, then is sucked back against the almost invisible plane of 
the screen and then holds still – each time a different composition of folds – for as much as four seconds” (10). 
Beyond the curtain, every so often we get to peek into the landscape and view the trees in the distance on an 
active gusty day. Snow refers to the captured motion as “events”, “gestures”, and “performance”: “Once or twice 
a summer, a mysterious wind “performance” takes place in one of the windows, about an hour before sunset” 
(10). He speaks of the wind and curtain relationship as a “wind phenomenon”, and notes that it is a composition 
between the sun, wind, windows, and curtain, where “chance and choice coexist” (Snow 11).

2.17 Conclusion

Having reviewed what posthumanism is, why it was chosen as a perspective for this study, the ways it is currently 
being addressed in design, and some strategies through which its ideas can be applied in experimentation and 
visual representations, I can now move onto the methods through which this thesis has been conducted. The 
reviewed literature has given us a broad overview of many ideas and concepts which drove forth the design and 
execution of this research about plant and wind. I have touched only briefly on plant and wind themselves but 
will take a turn to focus more on them and their relationship in the remainder of the thesis and through the 
fieldwork and experiments to come.   
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too slow, the variance in motion would not be recorded (Zhang 153). To express movement in a compelling 
way, manipulations were made by Marey: he would remove distracting elements by clothing subjects in black, 
making the background black, or attaching luminous dots to the subject. These images would create a series of 
images that showed lines and curves moving in space, known as “geometric chronophotography” (Zhang, 153) 
(see figure 6). Marey would develop this technique to take images and then trace over them to capture the main 
sites of motion, and then cut out the trace images to rearrange them and have them overlap with one another, 
creating a single image of motion over time (Zhang) (see figure 7).

Figure 6. Marey, Etienne-Jules, 1830-1904. Chronophotographic Image Formed by Man Walking 
in Black Suit with White Stripes. 1884. Artstor. ibrary-artstor-org.subzero.lib.uoguelph.ca/#/
asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822001274495. Accessed April 2021.

Figure 7. Marey, Etienne-Jules, 1830-1904. Hammer’s blow. 1895. Artstor. /library-artstor-org.
subzero.lib.uoguelph.ca/#/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822001295938. Accessed April 2021.

Figure 5. Marey, Etienne-Jules, 1830-1904. Bird in Flight. c.1882. Artstor. library-artstor-org.
subzero.lib.uoguelph.ca/#/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822001295789. Accessed April 2021.



analysis. Deciphering philosophy was challenging and required a lot of back-and-forth between documents to 
get a personal grasp of the content. The analysis of literature was thus an act of juggling theories, concepts, and 
documents in a way that they could teach me something about their own content by playing off each other.

3.5 Determining Criteria for Plant and Site Selection

The following criteria were determined for designing the research and fieldwork:

3.5.1 Ethics of Care

In following the thinking of Maria Puig de la Bellacasa in Matters of Care (2017), the research and study site 
were approached with an ethics of care. The recordings were to be as non-intrusive as possible of the plants’ or 
wind’s current functioning and expressions; as the researcher, I was to engage by openly observing and listening 
to the encounters occurring in our shared space. 

3.5.2 Intuition

With the intent to listen to and tell nonhuman stories, the use of intuition was an important aspect of defining 
the study. The use of intuition in finding plants on site allowed for the freedom to approach the plants and wind 
with curiosity and to record movements that seemed to tell a compelling story.  

3.5.3 Plant selection

I chose to focus on plants that grow in the Pacific Northwest, where I am based. 

I had as a goal to record at least 20 plant species with different forms to show a variety of individual movements 
and interactions. 

It was decided that plants with different architectures should be represented and selected and so I made sure 
to include:

Leafy plants

Coniferous plants

Long and slim plants

Bushy plants

Weeping plants

Plants in flower

Twiggy plants

Ferny plants
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3 Methods

3.1 Research Problem

This thesis engages with posthuman theory in the context of landscape architecture to consider plant and wind 
through the stories of their intimate relationships. By focusing on these nonhuman stories, this thesis proposes 
a sensitivity to the agency and materiality of landscape entities which may be revealed by offering attention to 
their relationships and experiences. Creating visual narratives of plant and wind gestures is an attempt to reveal 
stories by constructing and presenting forms that emerge from relational exchanges in motion. The images 
created explore the animation and life within plant-wind gestures, and they give visual form to relationships 
that can often go unnoticed. Through visual storytelling, the image-narratives focus on relationships to show 
how meaning is created through interaction, and how relational motion is a form of continuous exchange and 
affect. A focus on relationships is proposed to help the landscape architect position themselves in terms of their 
own relationship to entities in the landscape and to help bring a mindful awareness within design of intimacies 
and relations which may not be fully understood but can be speculated-upon and admired.

3.2 Research Goal

Working within the values of posthumanism, create a visual narrative of plant and wind gestures to show the 
form of their relationship and demonstrate the animation of their interaction.

3.3 Research Objectives

1. Prepare a literature review to provide theoretical foundation for the research.

2. Develop criteria for site selection and select a site for the fieldwork.

3. Test and evaluate methods for selecting plant specimens on site, recording, processing, and 
presenting visual data, and articulate a preferred methodology.

4. Conduct fieldwork.

5. Process images of selected plants as interpretations of plant and wind relationships.

6. Analyze and discuss findings from images.

3.4 Document Analysis

Documents were found by filtering database searches to include plant or wind studies along with posthumanism. 
They were also filtered to include posthumanism or new materialism with design. I could not find much usable 
content within landscape architecture to talk about posthumanism specifically and so a cross-disciplinary 
approach emerged where design, urban planning, and architecture also became part of the narrative. Ecological 
landscape architecture emerged to reflect some of the values in posthumanism and was included in the document 
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February 26, 2021. 1:30pm-4pm

This first trip was a stormy but sunny day and the head gardener warned me from going too far 
into the forested areas. I was encouraged by the wind but a little concerned that this possibility 
of danger might hinder the project. After wandering the periphery of the garden, I went to the 
ocean cliffsides at UBC where I was able to record plants and trees in the wind. This process 
helped me to decipher my recording methods as I practiced taking recordings.

March 6, 2021. 1pm-4pm

This second trip was meant to be a recording trip but many things went wrong including a 
lack of wind and a dying phone. Lessons were learned.

3.6.2 Image Analysis Test

I completed a series of tests for the image analysis process prior to doing any fieldwork by recording the 
bamboo in the windows of my apartment and playing with its imagery in Adobe Illustrator to determine the 
best method for making and displaying images of plant movement from my phone recordings. In this test, I 
determined that taking burst image recordings to later trace over was a better method than taking videos and 
then trying to trace freeze-frame images. The burst images produced much higher quality and legible stills 
which were easier to later trace.

3.6.3 Set Up

While I initially planned on determining specific distances of the iphone from the plant, it came to light during 
fieldwork tests that it was less practical to maintain these defined distances. At first, I had planned to take 
recordings from 30cm, 1m, 3m and 5m distances to capture varying scales of movement and allow for a variety 
of plant sizes to be recorded. However, within the Botanical Garden (and most gardens) it is not advisable to 
stand in garden beds because of the disruption it can cause to soils and plantings. For this reason, I was limited 
to taking recordings from the pathways. The process was adjusted to determine that recordings should instead 
be taken from the most convenient location with the best view of the plant. Lighting was not necessarily 
considered since the garden is under a tree canopy and often all plants were dappled. No backdrop was provided 
for the plants and the angle from which the plants were filmed was selected based on which angle displayed the 
most compelling form of movement. After the tripod was set-up, a rough measurement of distance was taken 
from the camera lens to the plant and recorded in a notebook. A small object for scale (my hair clip) was also 
placed in the frame, next to the plant, and captured in a single photo prior to recordings. 
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Another determining factor in plant selection was to find plants that were showcased as specimens so that 
the architecture of the plant would not be too confused by the branches of other plants and objects in its 
surrounding context. However, I did make exceptions to allow the recording of small clusters of individual 
species that grow en masse (such as Gaultheria shallon and Dicentra formosa). 

3.5.4 Site Selection

The UBC Botanical Garden was selected as the site to perform studies due to close proximity to my place 
of residence and because it includes a Rainforest Garden where plants of the Pacific Northwest region are 
intentionally grown and cared for. 

The Botanical Garden has many plant species, where I was able to find a large variety of plants and have the 
assurance that their tags would aid with plant identification. Plants are also often grown as specimens which 
aided with recordings because they could be captured as individual beings without the clutter of other plants 
or objects. Not many people travel through the Botanical Garden and the recordings could be completed with 
minimal interference from passersby. 

3.5.5 Visits to UBC Botanical Garden as Researcher

To have full access of the Botanical Garden I was in touch with the Research Coordinator who approved and 
facilitated my capacity to come into the garden as needed and without having to pay fees. 

3.5.6 Tools and Equipment

An iPhone 11 was used to capture all video and photo recordings. The phone was set up on a small tripod for 
stability. These tools were selected because they are accessible and easy to carry. As someone commuting to the 
location of field recordings, it was important to have tools that were portable. These tools are also relatively 
affordable and accessible, which makes recordings replicable in everyday life. I wanted to keep the recording 
of plant and wind motion very basic with the least possible intervention to honestly capture the motion and 
relationship of plants and wind. Using the iPhone as my tool, an object that I always carry with me and 
which I engage with for many life activities, was the most natural second set-of-eyes to use for recording my 
observations.
 
3.6 Testing

3.6.1 Recording

Prior to field recordings I completed two test trips where I tested the use of the camera set up to refine my 
recording technique and to determine whether or not the microclimate at the UBC Botanical Garden location 
was windy enough to show movement in the plants. These trips occurred on:
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3.8 Image Production and Analysis

After collecting burst images and video recordings, these were analyzed and processed into secondary images 
that were meant to show the movement and collaborative gestures of plant and wind. The following is a 
summary of how the images were produced:

1. An image was created for or 10 out of the 20 collected plant motions. 

2. Photo bursts that were recorded were used for image analysis. 
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3. Twenty sequential images from the 100 bursts were selected in the portion of the burst 
where there appeared to be the most motion (see figure 8). 

4. The images were individually uploaded into Adobe lllustrator where each burst photo was 
traced separately. Tracings were done completely individually so that there was no prior 
reference except the image that was being traced (see figure 9).

Figure 8. Pacific Yew 20 Burst Images. Source: Author.

3.7 Conducting Fieldwork

3.7.1 Weather Allowances

Winds change every day and through the day. After my test visit it was determined that recording could only be 
done on days when wind is predicted to be at least 15km/hr. If gusts were predicted to be more that 40km/hr 
there was also the possibility that the Botanical Garden would close for safety reasons. Monitoring the weather 
network and watching for gusty days became a daily activity. Days that were too rainy also had to be eliminated 
since the rain would interfere with air motion, plant weight and recording practices. A slight drizzle, however, 
was deemed acceptable. 

3.7.2 Scheduling Visits 

Due to Covid-19, visits to the UBC Botanical Garden had to be scheduled at least a day in advance. This meant 
much more planning in terms of visiting on windy days and that the study had a greater reliance on weather 
predictions. I followed the weathernetwork.com very closely.

3.7.3 Data Collection

Field work recordings were done on 2 occasions:

March 28, 2021. 1:45pm-3:15pm 

It got really stormy by the end of this day and I had to get out of the forest because it felt 
dangerous. Some very gusty recordings were gathered before I left and plants like Gaultheria 
shallon (which is quite rigid) were able to show me some rare movement.

April 4, 2021. 12pm-4pm

A perfect day of recording. The sun was out, and the wind was glorious.

3.7.4 Recording

Video recordings were taken for the duration of one minute and photos were captured in a “burst” of 100 
frames. Both video and bursts were taken in the iPhone 11 setting of HD 60 (i.e. 4K at 60fps - a resolution 
of 3840×2160 pixels displayed at 60 times per second.). Because the winds were unpredictable, I often had 
to wait, watch and listen. When a wind would signal it was coming, I would start up either the burst or the 
video. Sometimes multiple attempts to record movement were required if the wind subsided. Notes were taken 
during recording and indicated: What plant was being recorded, the type of capture (burst or video), whether 
there was a lot or a little motion in the plant during recording, and whether the camera remained stable or not, 
because sometimes the wind knocked it over. 
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5. The tracings formed the outline of the plant to show where air and plant meet. 

6. Decision of how to place and make lines were based on what forms the plant appeared to 
want to show in each image. 

7. Traced images of the 20 burst photos for each plant were completed (see figure 10). 

8. All the traced images were then superimposed into one master overlayed image for each 
plant (see figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Layered Traced Pacific Yew with an 11% Opacity. Source: Author.
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Figure 9. Pacific Yew Sample of Tracing from 3 Separate Bursts. Source: Author.

Figure 10. Pacific Yew 20 traced bursts. Source: author.



4 Results

The following images were created from the wind movement of plants: Gaultheria shallon (Salal), Dicentra 
formosa (Pacific Bleeding Heart), Thuja plicata (Western Red Cedar), Tsuga heterophylla (Western Hemlock), 
Holodiscus discolor (Ocean Spray), Ribes sanguineum (Flowering Currant), Taxus brevifolia (Pacific Yew), 
Polypodium glycyrrhiza (Licorice Fern), and Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii (weeping selection) (Weeping 
Coast Douglas Fir). Two styles of imagery were created for each plant: One that presents the layered and 
filled-in bodies of movement of both plant and air, where the air is black and the plant is white; and another 
that shows the layered outlines of these forms as captured by the camera, displayed as white lines in a black 
atmosphere. The images of filled-in bodies are almost ghostly and show the form of captured plant movements, 
including the places where plant and air travel into each other during motion. The outline images show the 
site of interaction between plant and air, the line of their relationship, and how it moves, changes, or stays 
the same through time. For each plant recording I have included observations of movement that have been 
gathered from the process of tracing their forms, and from re-watching the video recordings that were collected 
during field work that showed the animation of plant and wind in film. The character of their movement and 
the effectiveness of the image in telling their story is analyzed. The images are also gathered in two sheets of 
comparison where the nine images of filled-in bodies and the nine images of outlines are placed on one page so 
as to relate and contrast the expression of their forms.
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9. All the layers in the images were set at an opacity of 11% to show dissolution and transition 
and they were captured with both black and white fill on contrasting backgrounds as well 
as in both black and white outlines on opposing backgrounds (see figure 12).

10. The images with black backgrounds were selected for display and analysis because they 
helped to remove the idea of object from the plant itself and appeared to give more form 
to the wind.

11. Nine of the 10 images (for visual balance) were then collected, analyzed, and described. 
The analysis was done by evaluating the form of the final image, how it compared to the 
live movements captured in video, and how it showed or did not show the observations 
made during my experiences recording and tracing the movements. 

Figure 12.  Pacific Yew in all Layered States: white fill with black background, white line with black background, black fill 
with white background. Black line on white background is seen in Figure 13. Source: Author. 



4.1 Pacific Bleeding Heart
Dicentra formosa
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Date Recorded: April 4, 2021

Time: 12:57

The foliage of these bleeding hearts is young and fresh, with new spring growth prior to flowering. They 
resemble parsley leaves emerging into a soft elevated mat from the ground. They are lacy, delicate and fragile. 
Their motion is a quiver and a shiver. In the wind, the small clusters of their individual leaves quickly tremble 
and rotate slightly upon themselves. Because their growth at this stage is so stout to the ground they do not 
move much from their location and so the clustered form stays consistent.  We can see their shiver in both these 
drawings where blurred edges and slightly offset lines illustrate a quick, consistent shake.
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Illustration 1. Pacific Bleeding Heart Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 3. Pacific Bleeding Heart Fill. Source: Author.

10cm
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Illustration 2. Pacific Bleeding Heart Outline. Source: Author.

10cm



4.2 Salal
Gaultheria shallon
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Date Recorded: March 28, 2021

Time: 15:02

Salal is a stiff and mostly unmoving shrub with big, broad, stiff, scratchy, and leathery leaves. I was lucky to 
catch its motion at the end of this March day while a cold windy rain storm was getting ready to come through. 
Motion in this salal occurs mostly in its long outstanding branches that emerge away from the protected 
interior centre. Salal’s movement has a feeling of stubborn unwillingness. The leaves themselves don’t react 
much to the wind but, as a whole, the entire branches do, carrying their stiff, reluctant leaves with them. There 
is an abruptness in salal which appears softened in the gesture images created here. And while a hasty motion 
is made soft, salal’s stubborn attachment to maintaining its form remains obvious in its strict and mostly 
unmoving boundary-line next to the wind.
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Illustration 4. Salal Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 6. Salal Fill. Source: Author.

1 m
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Illustration 5. Salal Outline. Source: Author.

1 m



4.3 Ocean Spray
Holodiscus discolor
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Date Recorded: April 4, 2021

Time: 13:57

A well established ocean spray with small new spring leaves. Its branches are thin and wiry, spraying out of the 
centre in tangled arches. The emerging leaves, which appear along the fine branches and near the tips of the 
downward arching portions, tend to cluster in small groups rather than evenly along the splays. Within the 
images produced, we see the gesturing foliage of one moving branch. In the wind the branch moves easily and 
quickly. It sweeps widely back and forth in a controlled and contained manner. While the branch is fine, it is 
still quite stiff, and so along with the form and pattern of folliage, it maintains its shape in motion.  As we can 
see in Illustrations 8 and 9, a trail is created over time, where the foliage moves back and forth, in its deliberate 
and precise trajectory. 
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Illustration 7. Ocean Spray Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 9. Ocean Spray Fill. Source: Author.

10cm
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Illustration 8. Ocean Spray Outline. Source: Author.

10cm



4.4 Licorice Fern
Polypodium glycyrrhiza
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Date Recorded: April 4, 2021

Time: 12:18

With fine long fronds, the Licorice Fern is sensitive to the wind. This fern in particular will wave back and forth 
and flap its long fronds, exposing the spotted spores of its underside with the visit of large wind gusts. As they 
move around the fronds tangle and untangle with the long fingers of their divided edges - lacing fingers and 
connecting to their neighbouring fronds. The images produced show the fern in a big tangle, moving back and 
forth, with a couple fronds flapping completely upward (as seen with the form on the far left). Where the fern 
is rooted is where the filled image is most saturated while the tips shake and flap around.
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Illustration 10. Licorice Fern Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 12. Licorice Fern Fill. Source: Author.

10cm
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Illustration 11. Licorice Fern Outline. Source: Author.

10cm



4.5 Weeping Coast Douglas Fir
Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii (weeping selection)
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Date Recorded: April 4, 2021

Time: 14:06

This weeping Douglas Fir is a beautiful form. It appears as a large creature and moves in a soft, inviting 
way. The pendant branches flow together like heavy swaying curtains. When there is a breeze the branches 
move very gently, barely tickling the ground with their tips, and giving little caresses to their previously fallen 
needles. One upright shoot separates itself from the rest, testing the sky instead. These images of the Douglas 
Fir wind movement are subtle since they were captured from a greater distance. While the expression of motion 
is less precise, we do still see the softness in its movement and through the tree as a whole.
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Illustration 13. Weeping Coast Douglas Fir Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 15. Weeping Coast Douglas Fir Fill. Source: Author.

1 m
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Illustration 14. Weeping Coast Douglas Fir Outline. Source: Author.

1 m



4.6 Flowering Currant
Ribes sanguineum
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Date Recorded: April 4, 2021

Time: 14:41

On this day, the Ribes blossoms were out in their full spring form. They hang like small, clustered grapes 
and pendant earrings, the blooms nearly glimmering in the sun like jewels. The branches that hold them are 
upright, wiry, stiff and tangled, and the ribes blossoms dangle. When the wind comes through the blossoms 
bob around. In response to the erratic branching pattern, some blooms move up, some side to side and some not 
much at all. The weight of the blooms seems to slightly anchor the plant’s motion to one place, as the blossoms 
circle and sway within their own contained trajectories.
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Illustration 16. Flowering Currant Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 18. Flowering Currant Fill. Source: Author.

10 cm
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Illustration 17. Flowering Currant Outline. Source: Author.

10 cm



4.7 Pacific Yew
Taxus brevifolia
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Date Recorded: April 4 2021

Time: 15:08

This is a very special yew which is hypnotic to watch while it sways in the wind. It has sub-branches that hang 
pendant, like long and heavy, braided leather rope. Together the hanging sub-branches sway long and wide 
while the leading boughs flow with the movement like gentle, controlling arms trying to accommodate their 
heavy tassels. Within the images we can see a controlled chaos, a contained unpredictability.
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Illustration 19. Pacific Yew Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 21. Pacific Yew Fill. Source: Author.

1 m
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Illustration 20. Pacific Yew Outline. Source: Author.

1 m



4.8 Pacific Redcedar
Thuja plicata
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Date Recorded: April 4, 2021

Time: 15:16

The redcedar boughs move up and down in a gentle, feathery wave. They are a part of a much larger and 
grander tree, just the bottom branches are shown here. There is a bounce in their movement. As seen in these 
images, the motion migrates softly and slowly on a vertical plane. The outlines show a gradual lift and the filled 
images show only soft subtlety in the gradual movement that contains the overall shape of the boughs.
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Illustration 22. Pacific Redcedar Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 24. Pacific Redcedar Fill. Source: Author.

1 m
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Illustration 23. Pacific Redcedar Outline. Source: Author.

1 m



4.9 Western Hemlock
Tsuga heterophylla
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Date Recorded: April 4, 2021

Time: 12:09

A small Western Hemlock growing out of a stump, as they like to do. It is a young tree and these are most of 
its branches. This hemlock has extremely fine branches with tiny soft needles and boughs that gesture in big 
gentle movements. The fineness of their foliage and consistent flowing motion are apparent here in the nearly 
invisible lines and very blurry transparent forms. The movements are big and they are constant, moving up and 
down in big fanning waves. The boughs hold their form slightly but are very prone to the effects of the wind. 
This hemlock likes to move.
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Illustration 25. Western Hemlock Trace. Source: Author.
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Illustration 27. Western Hemlock Fill. Source: Author.

1 m
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Illustration 26. Western Hemlock Outline. Source: Author.

1 m
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Illustration 29. Form Fills. Source: Author.

4.11 All Filled Forms
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Illustration 28. Form Outlines. Source: Author.

4.10 All Outlined Forms



successful were taken at 1m-5m distance from the movement.  While I did decide not to adhere to a pre-defined 
distance from which to record each plant, it would indeed make for an interesting comparison if the distance 
of recording on-site and the final scale of the images were more standard.

5.4 Posthuman Images

The images do have a posthuman quality to them in the way they tell the story of plant and air, serve to dissolve 
the boundaries between the two, and speak of the relationships that they have with one another. The study 
was also conducted in a way that carefully respected and listened to both plant and wind and engaged with 
how they are not only enmeshed with each other but also with us as humans. As a researcher I developed a 
relationship with the plants and winds that I was recording and tracing. Since intuition was my guide, I was 
able to become captivated with the movements around me and could approach each gesture with curiosity. 
Taking pause to watch and record the motion, I was able to relate to the movements very intimately, allowing 
myself to converse with their shapes and forms. By later spending hours tracing the images collected I then also 
became very familiar with the relational context of each space where plant and wind were moving together. 
Details about their surrounding – such as a ground covered with catkins, a tiny snail on a frond, a glistening 
pond with emerging skunk cabbage, the shifting spackle of a sun dapple, the colours, textures and shapes – 
became more familiar to me as I noticed more about the spatial context as I would spend more time tracing 
images. 

5.5 Sensitivity to Relationships

In terms of design process, this research has highlighted the importance of patience, time and a keen focus and 
sensitive attention to the emotion and relationships of landscapes and nonhuman entities. In my fieldwork, 
while I was in the gardens recording plant and wind movement, a lot of time and careful attention was required 
to watch and capture the most captivating windy motions. I had to be very engaged and attentive – it was a 
lovely experience.  I would wait, patiently, for the plants and the wind to do, or to act. I would listen to the 
sounds of the trees and try to hear if a gust was coming, and I would watch every small leaf around me to see 
how quickly the wind was building. I would also keenly watch the plant that I had focused my camera-lens 
on, trying to feel when it was about to make a big move. In the times that I was recording, I was living only in 
my attention to plant and wind. This was a very special and precious place of awareness. Especially within the 
months of Covid isolation where I had otherwise been stuck within my small apartment, finding some plants 
and wind to feel with and think about felt like a sweet brain massage. While I do find myself often distracted 
and interested in plants and environmental phenomena (in my regular days), having a purpose of observing 
their relationship helped me to pay attention to them with a different awareness of their existence. The focus 
on relationships was especially interesting and captivating because it helped for me to relate to the interactions 
I was seeing in an emotional and intimate way. Relating to others: to friends, to a partner, to family, to pets, 
to food, to my work, to my perfume – these are sensory, emotional, and attentive experiences that each hold 
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5 Discussion

5.1 Images

By collecting and capturing footage of plants and wind, and translating their traced motion into new layered 
images, new and poetic forms that speak of their relationships were effectively produced. The forms that emerged 
show individual character in each plant-wind interaction and the unique movement that they created together 
in that frame of time.  At any other moment and with any other plant of the same species, a new form would 
have been expressed. We can see in the images created, how plant and wind occupy and exchange space in their 
interactions over time. These forms, in their varying degrees of sharpness or translucency demonstrate whether 
there is a fluid or rigid dynamic in their exchanges, and if there is resistance or acceptance of the interaction. 
While the forms we view can easily be attributed just to the plant and how it moves in the wind, it is compelling 
to also imagine the reverse, and to think about how the plant’s edge also indicates the boundaries of the wind’s 
form – and when we shift that thought, to try and perceive the movement not just as one of the plant but also 
in the moving and shaping, fluid power of the wind. How is the wind hugging the plant? and in which ways is 
the wind affecting a change in its form through its motion? What is the shape of the wind?  The choice to trace 
the outlines of the shape of the plants in multiple frames was made to reveal the boundary where plant and air 
meet, the site of their intra-active relationship. At that outline neither the wind nor the plant necessarily exists 
without the other. By repeatedly layering these outlines the images were then able to show the form of this space 
of the intra-action between the two. The drawings that show only the outline express how that boundary moves 
in space and through time. The drawings that are filled-in show how the bodies of the air and the plant mix 
and blend with one-another through space and time. In this blurring and blending, the images serve to help 
dissolve the boundaries between plant and air. 

5.2 Form

The speed in their motion, the trajectory of movement and the types of gestures that the plants and wind 
create – whether fluttering, shivering, waving or swaying – all affect the final image and determine the forms 
that have been created to represent their relationships. The character in their gestures and the moments of their 
interaction are given an identity through this translated imagery. The plant and wind can tell their story simply 
through the forms they express. When creating the images, the reveal of a final form once all the images were 
layered together was the most exciting and satisfying part of the experiment. For each image the shapes are a 
new form and a new way of seeing the relationships between plant and wind.

5.3 Flawed Analysis

The one image that I believe was not successful was that of the Weeping Douglas Fir - the motion of this tree 
is very soft and beautiful in real life but because I captured the whole specimen from a long distance away, its 
movement did not translate very well in the final images. Because of this flaw, if this study were to be repeated, I 
would recommend taking footage at a closer proximity for greater detail in motion. The images that were most 
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ever collect all the stories, it also means there are many opportunities to explore these relationships further and 
with different modes of translation.

5.9 Conclusion

The relationships of plant and wind are diverse and complex, which is what makes them so interesting. When 
frozen together, as we have seen in the images created, they can create beautiful, new, static forms that reveal 
something about the way they affect each other in motion. Plant and wind also create stunning landscapes as 
they exist in real-time - in their constant and continuous motion that dances, sways, and animates the world 
around us. Studying plant and wind in this thesis was not just about creating a final image of their gestures but 
also about taking the time to look at them, pay attention to them, and engage with their stories. Taking the time 
to recognize the relationship of plant and wind and becoming involved with the stories of nonhuman worlds 
is a valuable practice for recognizing and becoming more familiar with the many entities and relationships 
around us. In landscape architecture, it is particularly interesting to be attentive to landscapes as sites of stories 
and relationships, rather than places for use and production - and to try and imagine how that shift in thinking 
can change landscape design. Thinking through a posthuman lens, speculating on nonhuman lives, imagining 
the creation of meaning in relationships, acting with care, and exploring the dissolution of boundaries can 
help us reimagine the ways we practice and open up new ways of thinking about design.  Within this study 
plant and wind relations were the focus but they are just one of the many and multiple relationships out there.  
Exploring this single type of interaction has helped to imagine one type of relationship and may help to sow 
the seeds of speculation into the extensive web of relations in landscapes beyond it. 

5.10 Recommendations

The creation of these plant-wind images can serve as a window into the many relationships and forms that are 
created by plants and air. The process of listening, recording, and translating the images was a very informative 
practice because of the attentiveness and curiosity that it required from me as a researcher. While the images 
themselves may not necessarily be usable for any design purpose, I do recommend the practice of engaging 
in similar types of studies into the elements of the landscapes that landscape architects design with. Taking 
the time to learn about and speculate into the lives and relationships of the environments we work with and 
focusing specifically on the lives and movements that exist within them is a really interesting and informative 
practice in becoming more familiar with nonhuman worlds.
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different meaning. When I started to imagine plant and wind in terms of their relationship together and the 
unique meaning that might rise from their interactions, I was able to better relate to the creativity, beauty, and 
intimacy of this connective gesture and their experience in time. It took time, patience and attention for me to 
be aware of this action. 

5.6 Relationships and Design Process

The fascination, focus, attention, sensitivity, and patience involved in this study represent an approach to 
process that is very valuable to landscape architecture because it helps to dislocate the designer away from 
the self and into the environment. Placing the meaning of a landscape away from how it could potentially 
benefit human existence, and toward the relationships that already exist within its sphere of vibrant and fleshy 
nonhuman entities, presents the possibility of conceiving interesting and alternative ways of working with or 
designing a landscape. How would a master plan look if it was not about making a schematic drawing but about 
configuring conceptual relationships? The process of paying attention and thinking in terms of relationships 
means carefully thinking of each object and entity and taking the time to be mindful of their most intimate 
connections and affective exchanges. I can’t think of anything more fascinating than to imagine or attempt 
to configure relationships as a design process and it is a perspective that I will carry with me into my design 
practice and within all its stages from analysis to conception and configuration.

5.7 Opportunities

There are many opportunities to continue this study into other motions of plant-wind relationships. There 
are opportunities to record the relationships in different seasons, seeing how an individual plant’s movement 
changes throughout its varying shapes in seasonal cycles and along with seasonal winds. There are also 
opportunities to record different parts of a plant, to look at movement at its different scales. While this study 
was very focused on single plants and their movement with the wind, it would also be interesting to complete 
a contextual analysis of wind and plant forms and movement, to make an image analysis of how wind moves 
through a whole space. There are also many other types of environmental and landscape relationships that can 
be imagined in a variety of ways - the opportunities are endless! 

5.8 Constraints

Only 9 images were able to be produced because of the amount of time it takes to record and trace the images. 
For a more thorough library of plant motions it would be a very time-consuming endeavor. However, the 
practice of spending time with plant and wind was one that taught me a lot about their movement, their context 
and their forms - for that reason, the time spent to create each image was very valuable in itself. The visual 
stories of movement that I produced here are just one aspect of the movement and relationship between plants 
and wind. There could be many other ways to listen to and tell the story. While a constraint is that I cannot 
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